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ABSTRACT: By assuming the probability of the rotational transition of polyethylene 
molecules in the crystal by about 90° around their chain axes, the average structure 
factor for X-ray diffraction was formulated. According to the formulas, the intensities 
of hkl reflections with h+k=even are independent of the transition, whereas those of 
reflections with h+k=odd are decreased with the increasing fraction of rotated molec
ular chains. By analyzing the intensities of X-ray diffractions from single crystals 
and the bulk-crystallized sample at various temperatures, it was found that the molec
ular chains in such crystals showed an increasing tendency to be transformed from 
the normal orientation of the molecular zigzag plane to the abnormal orientation with 
increasing temperature above 0°C. The latter fraction amounted to 5% in the crystal 
at 120°c. 
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Molecular motions in polyethylene crystals 
have been investigated by using various methods, 
including measurements of mechanical proper
ties1 · 2, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)3· 4 

and X-ray diffraction5- 11 • 

The a axis of polyethylene crystals showed a 
tendency of larger thermal expansion at tem
peratures above 0°C, which suggests that the 
lattice vibrations can no longer remain harmo
nic above this temperature5 • This indication 
was also supported by the temperature factor 
determined by X-ray diffraction intensity6 • 7 • 12 • 

We1•2 have observed the mechanical a-absorp
tion associated with the crystalline region in the 
temperature region between 0°C and the melt
ing temperature in the mechanical relaxation 
curves, and proposed mechanisms for the dis
persion, that some anharmonic thermal motions 
of molecules take place in the interior of the 
crystal, giving rise to the mechanical loss caus
ed by the intermolecular friction. This proposal 
was also supported by the results of the NMR 
measurements3 •4 in which the narrowing of the 
broad component associated with the crystalline 
region occurred at the temperature corresponding 
to that of the crystalline absorption. Thus, it 
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seems reasonable that anharmonic molecular 
motions with large amplitude are initiated at 
about 0°C in the crystal lattice and increase in 
intensity with increasing temperature. Several 
authors1- 4 • 13- 16 have considered that the repre
sentative modes of molecular motions of poly
ethylene chains are the rotational or torsional 
ones around their axes and the translational one 
along the same axes. These two modes with 
low normal vibrations are easily amplified and 
liable to become anharmonic at sufficiently high 
temperatures. 

In order to clarify the process of rotational 
motion from an energetic viewpoint, several 
authors16 - 18 ' 24 have calculated the intermolecular 
energy for rotation of polyethylene molecule 
around its chain axis in a fixed crystallographic 
environment. Such a calculation of the inter
molecular energy predicts a second minimum 
when a molecule rotates by an angle of about 
90° around its chain axis from its normal orien
tation of the molecular zigzag plane. 

In this study, we assumed the rotational 
transition of the molecular chain from the first 
minimum of the normal orientation to the 
second minimum of the abnormal one as one 
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of the mechanisms of the molecular motions in 
the crystal above 0°C. By formulating the 
average structure factor for X-ray diffraction 
intensity by taking into account the rotational 
transition of the molecular chains, we will 
evaluate the probability of the rotational trans
ition by using the observed intensities of X-ray 
diffraction to depict the change of state of 
polyethylene crystals at elevated temperatures. 

THEORETICAL 

Figure 1 shows the variation of the inter
molecular energy by rotation of a molecular 
chain around its chain axis calculated by Wada 
and Hayakawa16 . The angle {} denotes the one 
formed between the molecular zigzag plane and 
the b axis. The angle (about 45°) giving the 
most stable minimum, I, is considered to cor
respond with that obtained by X-ray analy
sis7·8·10·11. Among the other three minima, only 
the second minimum, II, is considered to be 
significant since the remaining minima are 
separated by relatively large energy barriers. On 
the other hand, the minima of I and II are 
separated by a barrier of 0.5 kcal/mol of CH2, 

which is considered to be small enough for a 
molecular chain in the normal state I to change 
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Figure 1. Intermolecular energy for rigid rotation 
of a polyethylene molecule around its chain axis 
in a fixed crystallographic environment, calculated 
by Wada and Hayakawa1s. 
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to the abnormal secondary state II, especially 
when it is taken into account that the actual 
rotation of molecular segments comparable with 
the lamellar thickness in their length might occur 
with concurrent motions of smaller parts of the 
molecular segments, instead of the rotation of 
whole segments as a rigid rotator. Similar results 
have been obtained in the calculations by some 
other authors17 ' 18 ' 24 , though there are differ
ences in the absolute values of the energy de
pending on the difference in the selection of 
potential functions employed in their calcula
tions. For example, McCullough, et al., 18 eval
uated the potential barrier as 0. 7 kcal/mo! for 
the CH2 unit, whereas Oyama, et al., 24 obtain
ed a value of 0.2 kcal/mo!. 

As shown in Figure 2, two kinds of molecular 
chains (1 and 2) pass through one unit-cell of 
a polyethylene crystal. Normal and abnormal 
orientations of each polyethylene chain are 
shown in Figure 3 and are denoted by I and II, 

b 

a 

Figure 2. Projection to the ab plane of the crystal 
structure of polyethylene. Black and white atoms 
are situated in different planes. 

f'' ~,., 
Chain-1 (I) Chaih-2 (I) 

*·' 
,y,z 

Chain-I (II) Chain-2 (11) 

Figure 3. Normal (I) and abnormal (II) orienta
tions of chain 1 and chain 2, and fractional co
ordinates of white carbon atoms. 
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Figure 4. Unit-cell structures considering rota
tional transition of chain-1 and chain-2: (A), 
normal structure; (B), (C), (D), abnormal structure. 

respectively. Depending on the state of the 
chains of 1 and 2 in Figure 3, four kinds of 
unit-cell structures are conceivable as shown in 
Figure 4. Structure A is the normal structure 
in which both chains remain in the normal 
orientation, while the other three structures are 
the abnormal ones. One of the two chains is 
in the abnormal orientation in structures B and 
C, and both of the chains are in the abnormal 
state in structure D. If the probability of a 
chain being in the normal orientation is denoted 
by r, that of a chain in the abnormal state is 
1-r. Then, the probabilities of existence of A, 
B, C, and D in the crystal are r2 , r(l-r), 
(1-r)r and (1-r)", respectively. 

The X-ray intensity of Laue-Bragg reflection, 
/ 0 , for imperfect crystals is written as follows 19 

( 1 ) 

where / 0 , P, and G(b) are the intensity of X-ray 
scattering by one electron, the average structure 
factor and Laue function, respectively. By tak
ing account of the four kinds of unit-cell struc
tures and their probabilities of existence, the 
average structure factor is expressed by eq 2. 

F=r2 -FA +r(I-r)-FB+(I-r)r·Fc+(I-r/ ·Fn 
( 2) 

where FA, FB, Fe, and Fn are the structure 
factors of the unit cells of A, B, C, and D, re
spectively. 

The setting angle of the skeletal zigzag plane 
of polyethylene molecules to the a axis is al
most 45°, which permits the representation of 
the coordinates of each carbon atom in state I 
and II as indicated in Figure 3. By using these 
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atomic coordinates (fractional coordinates), the 
structure factors of four unit-cell structures are 
written by the following equations 

FA=2/{ cos 2rr(hx+ky+lz) 

+(-1/+lc cos 2rr(hx-ky+lz)} 

FB=2/{ cos 2rr(hx+ky+lz) 

+(-1/+lc cos 2rr(hx+ky+lz)} 

Fc=2/{ cos 2rr(hx-ky+lz) 

+ ( -1 /-i-1,; cos 2rr(hx-ky + lz)} 

Fn=2/{ cos 2rr(hx-ky+lz) 

+(-l)h+ic cos 2rr(hx+ky+lz)} 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(3d) 

where / is the atomic scattering factor of a 
carbon atom including the temperature factor 
which is assumed to be isotropic. By sub
stituting eq 3a-3d into eq 2, the average 
structure factor P for the hkl reflections with 
h+k=even is given by 

F=2/{ cos 2rr(hx+ky+lz) 

+(-1/H cos 2rr(hx-ky+lz)}=FA 

and that for the reflections with h+k=odd 

F=(2r-1)2/{ cos 2rr(hx+ky+lz) 

+(-l)h+k cos 2rr(hx-ky+lz)}=SFA 

where S is defined as 

(O:s;S:s;l) 

(4a) 

(4b), 

( 5) 

When S or r is equal to one, the crystal 1s m 
a completely ordered state where all polyethyl
ene chains are in a normal orientation. On 
the other hand, when S is equal to zero or r 
is equal to one half, the crystal is in a com
pletely disordered state where the probabilities 
of the chains in state I and II are the same. 

Being based on these considerations, the fol
lowing conclusions are deduced. 

(1) Structure factors of hkl reflections with 
h+k=even are the same to those of the normal 
structure. Therefore, the transition from I to 
II has no influence on the intensities of these 
reflections. 

(2) Structure factors of hkl reflections with 
h+k=odd are proportional to S. Therefore, 
the diffraction intensities corresponding with 
these reflections are proportional to the square 
of S, decrease with the increasing fraction of 
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molecular chains in abnormal orientation and 
vanish at S=O. Consequently, the probability 
of the rotational transition can be evaluated by 
inspecting the intensities of these reflections. 

X-ray scattering by hydrogen atoms was 
neglected because of their small scattering power 
compared to that of carbon atoms. This neg
lect, however, does not change the final con
clusions concerning the relation of the rotation
al transition of molecular chains to the average 
structure factor. 

It is interesting to compare the above theo
retical conclusions with those of the order
disorder transition in the case of alloy crystals 
such as FeAl or Cu3Au19 • The parameter S de
fined by eq 5 corresponds to the long range 
order of the lattice of the alloy crystal. The 
reflections with h+k=odd, which disappear in 
a completely disordered state, are comparable 
with the superlattice reflections, while those 
with h+k=even, which are observable in both 
of the ordered and disordered state, correspond 
to the normal reflections in the order-dis
order transition. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Sample 
The sample used in this work was a com

mercial high-density linear polyethylene, Hizex 
1200J, the product of Mitsui Petrochemical 
Industries Co., Ltd. Its molecular weight (Mv) 
was 30800 and the degree of branching was 2-
CHaf lOOOCH2. 

The sample was molten at 180°C, cooled to 
room temperature at the rate of 0.1 °Cjmin, and 
annealed at 120°C. In addition to the bulk
crystallized sample, a single crystal sample was 
used. Single crystals were prepared from a 
0.05-% xylene solution by isothermal crystalli
zation at 60°C, which were filtered to form an 
isotropic aggregate. A preferred orientation of 
crystals was not found in either sample type as 
proved by the X-ray diffraction method. 

X-ray Scattering Measurements 

The specimens were attached to the sample 
holder of the low temperature device of Rigaku
denki Company. X-ray intensities of Bragg 
reflections were measured as a function of 
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temperature by the reflection method by using 
an X-ray diffractometer with Ni-filtered Cu-Ka 
radiation and a Geiger-Muller counter. Scan
ning of the diffraction intensity was made at 
the rate of 0.25° /min. The temperatures of the 
sample were measured by the Cu-Constantan 
thermocouple. 

RESULTS 

211' 

311 
130 

.loOO 221 

30 50 60 

2 e 
Figure 5. X-ray diffraction spectra at l6°C in the 
range of 27°~20~60°. Reflections with h+k= 
odd are denoted by prime. 

Figure 5 shows X-ray diffraction spectra in 
the range of diffraction angles 27° :s;2{l :s;60° at 
the room temperature for the bulk-crystallized 
sample. Sixteen diffractions are observed, 
wherein reflections with h+k=odd are denoted 
by prime. 

In order to evaluate the rotational transition 
from I to II from the intensities of the reflec
tions with h+k=odd, it is necessary to keep 
the intensity of X-ray incident beam strictly 
constant during the measurements, which is 
operationally difficult. Moreover, the decrease 
of the diffraction intensities due to the increase 
of the thermal vibration amplitude, which gives 
rise to decrease of /, should be taken into ac
count. Both of these difficulties are eliminated 
by adopting the relative values of the integrated 
intensities of the reflections with h+k=odd to 
those with h+k=even, that is, I: w j/j(h+k=odd)/ 
I: w/j(h+k=even), where /j and Wj are the in
tegrated intensity and the weighting factor of 
each reflection, respectively. From eq 4a and 
4b, it is predicted that this relative value de
creases in proportion to the square of S with 
proceeding transitions. 

The intensities of 210, 211, 121,410, and 320 
reflections and those of 020, 201, 220, 400, and 
310 reflections were used in the estimation of 
the relative values in this study. These reflec-
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Figure 6. Relative value vs. temperature: 
CD, bulk crystal (slowly cooled); 
0, single crystal (Tx=60°C). 

tions were selected due to their locations which 
obviate the superposition of the odd reflections 
on the even reflections at any temperature. The 
reciprocal of the standard deviation of each ob
served intensity was adopted as the weight of 
each reflection Wj. 20 

Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence 
of the relative value for the single crystal 
sample (open circle) and for the bulk-crystal
lized sample (circle with centerline). The re
lative value at the lowest temperature -165°C 
is assumed to be 1.0, and other values are nor
malized with this value. The standard devia
tion of each value is about 2% due to fluctua
tions of observed intensity data. The relative 
value is almost constant below 0°C, but shows 
a decreasing tendency with increasing tempera
ture above 0°C. This observation indicates a 
more rapid decrease in the intensities of the re
flections with h+k=odd compared with those 
of the reflections with h+k=even. This fact 
suggests that the rotational transition of poly
ethylene chains is proceeding in the temperature 
region above 0°C. If the molecular chains in 
the crystal of the bulk-crystallized sample are 
assumed. to be in a completely ordered state at 
-165°C, the long range order s at 120°c is 
estimated to be approximately 0.9, and the 
molecular chains in the abnormal orientation 
are about 5 % of all chains in the crystal. 

In this estimation, atomic coordinates of x 
and y are assumed to be constant, being inde-
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pendent of temperature. This assumption wiU 
be discussed in the next section. 

DISCUSSION 

In our previous paper7 on X-ray analysis of 
the crystal structure of polyethylene, it was as
sumed that all molecular chains were in the 
normal orientation. According to the results, 
the coordinates of carbon atoms varied slightly 
with increasing temperature above 0°C in ac
cordance with the tendency that the molecular 
zigzag plane turned toward the a axis. Similar 
results were also reported by Kasai and Kaku
do10, and Kavesh and Schultz11 • It should be 
noticed that the atomic coordinates observed in 
these analyses are the averaged ones of the 
various atomic positions which are actually dif
ferent with each other depending on the differ
ent local structure caused by crystal defects. 
When some of the molecular chains in the 
normal orientation transform to the abnormal 
orientation, the atomic coordinates might be ob
served on an average by the conventional 
analysis indicating that the molecular zigzag 
plane turns toward the a axis. 

Thus, the following two models of the molec
ular motions are conceivable. The first is the 
model in which all polyethylene chains uniform
ly turn slightly toward the a axis, and the 
second is the model wherein a portion of the 
molecular chains rotates by an angle of about 
90° from their normal orientation to give the 
abnormal orientation. The decision between 
such models might be possible, if the X-ray 
analysis is made by considering the degree of 
the rotational transition, existence of other 
crystal defects, and, at the same time, varia
tions of atomic coordinates and a1iisotropic 
temperature factors of both carbon and hydrogen 
atoms. Such an analysis requires too many 
parameters compared with the number of avail
able X-ray diffraction data. In spite of these 
difficulties, we would like to adopt the latter 
model related to the rotational transition based 
on the following consideration. 

The viscoelastic measurements of polyethylene 
single crystals1 •2 show the absorption in their 
mechanical relaxation curves in the temperature 
region between 0°C and the melting temperature. 
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While the absorption maximum is located at 
about 80-90°C at 110 Hz, it shifts to 15°C at 
10-4 Hz according to the transition map pre
pared by the conversion of stress-relaxation 
data to the dynamic complex modulus25 . Such 
a crystalline absorption is considered to be due 
to the internal frictions caused by rubbing of 
neighboring molecules in thermal motions in 
the crystal lattice. The rotational transition of 
molecular chains treated in this study is con
sidered to be one of the important mechanisms 
associated with the viscoelastic crystalline ab
sorption. 

68 
PE single cryst. 

66 0 

S- 64 

I'""" 0 
C23H" 

62 

66 -200 -JOO 0 100 

Temperature ("C) 

Figure 7. Angle ¢ vs. temperature for a poly
ethylene single crystal prepared at 50°C (this 
work), and n-paraffin (Miiller23). 

Our previous measurements5 show that the 
unit cell of polyethylene crystal shows an an
isotropic thermal expansion and approaches the 
hexagonal form to some extent at the tempera
tures above 0°C. Figure 7 shows the tempera
ture dependence of the angle between both dia
gonals of the ab plane of the unit cell, ¢, for 
polyethylene single crystals and normal para
ffins. Crystal is in a hexagonal form when ¢ 
is equal to 60°. The result that the value of 
¢ decreases above 0°C toward 60° is considered 
to be consistent with the concept of the rotatio
nal transition of molecular chains in this tem
perature region, because the statistical rotational 
transition of the molecular zigzag plane gives 
more or less radial symmetry around the molec
ular axis. 

The unit-cell volume and the disorder factor 
of polyethylene single crystals observed at room 
temperatures were increased by annealing at 
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90°C or l00°C21 . This observation will be ex
plained by assuming that the abnormal struc
tures are increased at the annealing temperature 
and retained in the crystal after cooling to room 
temperature. 

It appears unlikely that a molecular segment 
corresponding to the lamellar height, which 
contains 80 or more CH2 units, rotates as a 
rigid rotator and transforms to the abnormal 
orientation, because it requires a passage over 
a barrier of 40 kcal/mole of segment to achieve 
the transition16. Actual mechanism will be like 
that the rotational transition proceeds by the 
motion of the smaller part of segment corre
sponding with various modes of torsional mo
tion of the molecular chain. This mechanism 
will be supported by the fact that the reduction 
of the fiber period of polyethylene molecule is 
fairly large above room temperature22 . 

The abnormal orientation of chains, which 
is regarded as one kind of defect in the crystal, 
gives rise to an increase of entropy and con
sequently a decrease of free energy of the 
crystal at high temperatures. 

The long range order S is relatively large 
even at the temperatures just below the melting 
point. For example, S is 0.9 at 120°C as al
ready estimated. If the melting of the crystal 
is entirely related to the rotational transition of 
molecules, S is expected to decrease to zero at 
the melting temperature. Thus, in order to ex
plain the melting of the crystal, it is necessary 

z 
Figure 8. Energy contour map for rotation, 0, 
around molecular axis vs. translation, Z, along 
molecular axis. Contour lines are 0.1 kcal/mol 
of CH2 (McCullough and Lindenmeyer18). 
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to take into account other kinds of molecular 
motions in addition to the rotational transition. 

Concerning this subject, McCullough and 
Lindenmeyer18 have recently shown the possibi
lity of the translation of a molecule along the 
chain axis in addition to the rotation around 
the same axis based on an ~nergetical calcula
tion. Their result is shown in Figure 8, where 
a and b, represent the normal orientation I and 
c and d correspond to the abnormal orientation 
II in our paper. They reported that a polyethyl
ene chain can translate along the chain axis 
by one repeat unit energetically more easily 
through the pass of acdb than the pass of ab 
especially at high temperatures. The unit-cell 
structures before and after translation of one 
repeat unit are the same. Therefore, it is impos
sible to evaluate the probability of the transla
tion from a to b and that from c to d by us
ing the similar procedure applied to the rota
tional transition in this study. However, the 
existence of molecular chains in the abnormal 
orientations, c or d, found in our study is not 
considered to deny the mechanism of the trans
lation through the pass of acdb, but rather to 
partially support the prediction by McCullough 
and Lindenmeyer18 • 
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